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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a multimodal approach proposed by the MeMAD team for the MediaEval 2019 “Predicting Media memorability” task. Our best approach is a weighted average method combining predictions made separately from visual and textual representations of videos. In particular, we augmented the provided textual descriptions with automatically generated deep captions. For long term memorability, we obtained better scores using the short term predictions rather than the long term ones. Our best model achieves Spearman scores of 0.522 and 0.277 respectively for the short and long term predictions tasks.

1 INTRODUCTION

Considering video memorability as a useful tool for digital content retrieval as well as for sorting and recommending an ever growing number of videos, the Predicting Media Memorability Task aims at fostering the research in the field by asking its participants to automatically predict both a short and long term memorability score for a given set of annotated videos. The full description for this task is provided in [2]. Last year’s best approaches for both the long term[5] and short term tasks [14] indicated that high level representations extracted from deep convolutional models performed the best in terms of visual features. Furthermore, the best long term model [5] was a weighted average method including Bag-of-Words features extracted from the provided captions. Following this approach, we created multimodal weighted average models with visual deep features and textual features extracted from both the provided video titles, as well as from automatically generated deep captions.

2 APPROACH

2.1 Visual Approaches

VisualScore. Our visual-only memorability prediction scores are based on using a feed-forward neural network with visual features in the input, one hidden layer of 430 units and one unit in the output layer. The best performance was obtained with 6938-dimensional features consisting of the concatenation of I3D [1] video features, ResNet-152 and ResNet-101 [6] image features and two versions of SUN-397 [15] concept features. The image and concept features were extracted from the middle frames of the videos. The hidden layer uses ReLU activations and dropout during the training phase, while the output unit is sigmoidal. We trained separate models for the short and long term predictions with the Adam optimizer. The number of training epochs was selected with 10-fold cross-validation with 6000 training and 2000 testing samples.

CaptionsA. Our first captioning model uses the DeepCaption software1 and is quite similar to the best-performing model of the PicSOM Group of Aalto University’s submissions in TRECVID 2018 VTT task [13]. The model was trained with COCO [10] and TGIF [9] datasets using the concatenation of ResNet-152 and ResNet-101 [6] features as the image encoding. The embed size of the LSTM network [7] was 256 and its hidden state size 512. The training used cross-entropy loss.

CaptionsB. Our second model has been trained on the TGIF [9] and MSR-VTT [16] datasets. First, 30 frames have been extracted for each video of these datasets. Then, these frames have been processed by a ResNet-152 [6] that had been pretrained on ImageNet-1000: we keep local features after the last convolutional layer of the ResNet-152 to obtain features maps of dimensions 7x7x2048. At that point, videos have been converted into 30x7x7x2048-dimensional tensors. A model based on the L-STAP method [4] has been trained on MSR-VTT and TGIF: all videos from TGIF, and training and testing videos from MSR-VTT have been used for training, and validation has been performed throughout training with the usual validation set of MSR-VTT, containing 497 videos. Cross-entropy has been used as the training loss function. The L-STAP method has been used to pool frame-level local embeddings to obtain 7x7x1024-dimensional tensors: each video is eventually represented by 7x7 local embeddings of dimension 1024. These have been used to generate captions as in [4].

VisualEmbeddings. The local embeddings used for CaptionsB have also been used to derive global video embeddings, by averaging the mentioned 7x7 local feature embeddings. These global video embeddings have then been fed to a model of two hidden layers, the first one and the second one having respectively 100 and 50 units, and ReLU activation function. The number of training epochs is 200 with an early stopping monitor.

1https://github.com/aalto-chir/DeepCaption
2.2 Textual Approaches

Through initial experiments and from last year’s results on this task, the descriptive titles provided with each video prove to be an important modality for predicting the memorability scores. In order to build on this observation, we generate captions for each video using the two visual models described above (CaptionsA and CaptionsB). While the generated captions are not always accurate, they seem to noticeably help the model disambiguate some titles and use some of the vocabulary already seen on the training set (e.g. the title contains words such as couple” or “cat” while the generated caption would say “a man and a woman” or “an animal”, respectively, which are more common words in the training set and thus help the model generalize better on inference time). The models described in this section use a concatenation of the original provided title and the generated captions as their input.

Multiple techniques for generating a numerical score from this input sequence were considered (in ascending order of their performance on cross-validation).

Recurrent Neural Network. We use an LSTM [7] to go through the GloVe embeddings [12] of the input and predict the scores at the last token. This model performed consistently the worst, probably due to the length of the input sequence at times, and the empirical observation that word order doesn’t seem to matter for this task.

Convolutional Neural Network. We use the same model as [8] except for a regression head instead of a classifier trained on top of the CNN, and GloVe embeddings as input. This model leak less information thanks to max-pooling, and performs much better than its recurrent counterpart.

Self-attention. Similar to the previous methods, we feed our input text to a self-attentive bi-LSTM [11] to generate a sentence embedding that we use to predict the memorability scores. This model performs on par with the CNN method.

BERT. We used a pre-trained BERT model [3] to generate a sentence embedding for the input by max-pooling the last hidden states and reducing their dimension through PCA (from 768 to 250). This model performs better than the previous ones but it is more computationally demanding.

Bag of Words. We vectorize the input string by counting the number of instances of each token (and frequent n-grams) after removing the stop words and the least frequent tokens. The score is predicted by training a linear model on the counts vector. This simple model performs the best on our cross-validation, which can be justified by the lack of linguistic or grammatical structure in the titles and generated captions that would justify the use of a more sophisticated model.

For all the models considered, the addition of the generated captions improves the prediction score on the validation set considerably. It also should be noted that the use of short-term scores for long-term evaluation yields substantially better results throughout all of our experiments.

3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

During the evaluation process, we created four test folds of 2000 videos and therefore four models trained on 6000 videos. For the VisualScore approach, we decided to use predictions from a model trained on the entire set of 8000 videos (VisualScore8k), as well as the mean predictions from the combinations of the four models trained on 6000 videos (VisualScore6k). For the Long Term task, all models except from the WA3lt exclusively use short-term scores.

- WA3lt = WA3 with long-term scores
- WA3 = 0.25Textual+0.25VisualEmb+0.5VisualScore8k
- WA2 = 0.25Textual+0.25VisualEmb+0.5VisualScore6k
- WA3lt = WA3 with long-term scores

We observe that the weighted average method which was trained on the whole training set and included our two visual approaches and our textual approach works the best for short term predictions. For long term prediction, one of the key observations to make is that WA3lt got the second worst results. This is consistent with our early observation that short-term scores for long-term evaluation yields substantially better results.

4 DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

This paper describes a multimodal weighted average method outperforming the best results of the Predicting Media Memorability Task 2018. One of the key contribution of this paper is to have demonstrated that using deep captions helped improving the predictions. We also conclude that, quite surprisingly, a simple n-gram frequency count was more efficient at modelling memorability than more sophisticated textual models. Finally, the fact that long term memorability was better predicted using short term predictions indicates that we failed at capturing the memorability decay of a scene from a few minutes to a few days. In the future, we would like to focus more on this aspect of the task.
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